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cony-catching pamphlets, and such middle-class fiction as Deloney's,
was so close that it is difficult, without a list of what a given
author had read, to say positively whether such a notable work as
Jack Wilton was the offspring of Spanish rogue-fiction or of pure
English stock.
To view this rude, uncultivated tract of country with any pre- The period
cision, it is well to have in the mind's eye a sort of rough chart. «'<w in
To the north we may place the native contribution, and to the ™emmain
south the general mass of translated work ; to west and east re- ^      •
spectively, or, since both were mainly of foreign origin, to south- mcnt and
west and south-east, we may put Euphues and  its miscellaneous random
progeny, and the Arcadia^ with the poetical or idealistic tales that eJj°Tt
were its next-of-kin.   From these four quarters the waste land was
gradually settled, with all kinds of intermarriages and tentative
unions, sterile births, and more vigorous strains which, by dint of
cross-fertilization and the lapse of time, resulted in such a posterity
as would have stultified the keenest forecast.   Unlimited scope for
trial and experiment was what was chiefly needed for the novel to
come into being.   But, for the present, there could be little chance
of steady progress, since the direction in which progress had to be
made was not yet divined. There were, moreover, serious obstacles
to progress.  One vital need—one, however, of which no writer saw The lack
the real bearings—was the want of a suitable prose.   Most of the °fa •****-
current prose—all of it indeed that was employed in works to be       ^"^
read for enjoyment—was a much more artificial mode of expression
than the diction of contemporary verse.    Denied the charms of
rhyme and metre, the prose writer did not reflect that poetic licence
was also disallowed ; on the contrary, he tried to make up for the
deficiency by an exhausting strain after point and epigram, trope
and metaphor, and such artificial effects of assonance, alliteration,
and iterating cadence as in verse would have been intolerable.
Thus Lyly hardly ever steps down from the tight-rope ;   and
Sidney, in the Arcadia, is like the coryphee in some elaborate ballet,
swimming indefatigably through the mazes of an intricate dance.
Until someone realized that in fiction it is more important to be
lifelike than to be literary, an appropriate style was not to be forth-
coming or even sought for. Till then, with or without Spanish and
Italian masters to emulate, the style of imaginative prose was

